Specifically. w e study a frequency-weighted BLMS (FWBLMS) weight adjustment algorithm that is based on mlnimizing a welghted sum of frequency-domain errors, and discuss the use of the algorithm In linear prediction of speech for improving the subjective quality of speech. 
Rcccntly. considerable research effort has been directed towards r f f i c i r n t realization of adaptive digital filters (ADFs) uslng thc block lrdst mean square (BLMS) algorithms [I]- [J] In the B L M S ADFs. filter weights are updated once in every block rather than at cvcry sampling Instant.
Since the block-estimated gradient becomes cross-corrrlatlon between the input and the error signal In the block. the B L M S ADF can be realized efficiently uslng thr fast Fouripr transform (FFT). The frequency-domain B L M S (FBLQIS) ADF in which filter weights are adjusted i n the frequency domain converges fast even for a highly corrdated input Specifically. w e study a frequency-weighted BLMS (FWBLMS) weight adjustment algorithm that is based on mlnimizing a welghted sum of frequency-domain errors, and discuss the use of the algorithm In linear prediction of speech for improving the subjective quality of speech. 
Thus, using an instantaneously estimated gradient, we obtain from (4) an FWBLMS weight adjustment algorithm as the following:
where p is a convergence factor controlling the convergence behavior of the algorithm. When the initial values of the filter weights are zero, the algorithm of (5) can be realized alternatively as [I], [5] In Fig. 1 , a block diagram of the FWBLMS A D F using the algorithm of (6) is shown together with that of the FBLMS ADF. It is noted here that, when r is an identity matrix, the FWBLMS algorithm becomes identical to the FBLMS algorithm since 9oo,lek = et. Also, it is noted that, when I is sufficiently larger than M , 9 0 , 1 can be approximated as an identity matrix. In that case, one can eliminate the FFT and inverse FFT operations that are needed just after the frequency weighting operation in the FWBLMS ADF [see ( 6 ) and Fig. I ].
APPLICATION OF THE FWBLMS ALGORITHM
It is known that some frequency weighting on the error signal in a speech processing system is desirable in improving the subjective quality of speech [6] . One of the commonly accepted aspects of speech perception is that noise in the frequency range of 1 to 3 kHz introduces more serious degradation in intelligibility than that i n other range [7] .
To investigate the effect of frequency weighting, we have studied adaptive linear prediction of speech using the FWBLMS algorithm by computer simulation, in which we have used a one-step predictor with ten prediction coefficients. The real speech input having unity signal power was sampled at 8 kHz and processed at every 22.5 ms. For frequency weighting we used a C-message weighting function [8] that emphasizes the error signal in the frequency band of 1 to 3 kHz. In Fig. 2 , the spectral envelopes of the Hammingwindowed prediction errors o f a voiced speech block are compared An incident pulse of long duration has a narrow spectrum C(kL whose weight i n (Ib) can radically limit the number of poles contributing to (1). 
